


The cryptocurrency market keeps pulling back after a significant bull run. At the time of writing, Total Market Capitalization (TOTAL) stands at $2.4T
USD. The market has lost over 15% of its capitalization since November 8. In the last few hours, TOTAL added 1.54% in losses.  Traders are currently
monitoring the $2.5T level, as it has been a key support level for market makers. 
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

On the daily timeframe, BTC Dominance remains in consolidation (Current dominance: 42%). The digital giant has held the current range of dominance
for over two weeks now. Candlesticks formations are showing indecision, with no signs of the breakout of accumulation yet. 

The 46% level is the next target for BTC bulls if momentum picks up once again. On the contrary, 39%-40% is the next support to be met if Bitcoin
keeps exhibiting further weakness.  
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ETH.D bounced off the 19% support on November 15, adding 3% on dominance. Altcoins were equally impacted after the surge, with many coins adding
almost double-digit gains. At the time of writing, Ether Dominance is making a correction from the 19.80 resistance. For Ethereum to gain strength,
dominance needs to break the 19.80%-20% zone. If ETH.D fails to gain momentum, dominance can retest the 19% area. 

Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

Bitcoin currently breaking key intra-week support at $58K. Price analysis shows a bearish breakout of the demand level, causing BTCUSD to keep adding
losses to the board. BTC has lost 1.97% in the last market session with the daily candle currently trading below a key area of strength.

Analysts would remain bearish if the daily candle close for today and tomorrow finishes below $58-$57K. If this scenario occurs, the next support is the $52K
zone. BTCUSD has respected an ascending trendline since August 2021, and, therefore, a retest of the diagonal support has a high probability of occurrence.  
The bearish hypothesis will be invalidated if bulls reject the current level, making the set to be likely headed for another leg to the upside. If market momentum
picks up, BTCUSD could come back to the $66K-$68K range. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

ETHUSD has added over 2% in losses during the Asian and London trading session. At the time of this analysis, Ethereum is trading at $4170 USD. The last
weekly candle printed (an "Evening Star" formation) exhibits weakness. If bears succeed to break the current intra-day level of $4180, the next support level
expected is $3900-$3800. 

As a confirmation, the ascending wedge highlighted in our previous analysis has officially been broken to the downside. Both, market structure and price
action, warning a hard week ahead. A sharp rejection of the $4000 psychological level could bring prices back to previous nighs, unfortunately, price action is
showing no signs of change of momentum. 
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Similar to the rest of the top market cap coins, Binance Coin has retraced significantly after a strong beginning of November. Since November 8, the price has
lost over 23%. At the time of this analysis, BNBUSD is trading at $570. After a bearish weekly closure, ETHUSD ultimately seems to be heading towards the
$520 support. The daily timeframe has started to create another leg to the downside, adding 1.62% in losses in the last few trading hours.

If bears succeed to bring prices below the $520 liquidity level, the price could be retested at the second ascending support at around $460-$480. The stakes
are high from that point as the market structure in the weekly and monthly timeframe still promise an optimistic few months ahead. 

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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At the time of this analysis, Cardano's token is trading at $1.80. From a technical perspective, the price has finally broken the accumulation range formed since the
end of September.  The bearish breakout is now pushing prices slightly lower, near the $1.70 psychological level. 

After a bearish weekly and daily closure, ADAUSD is now holding a key level, attracting the attention of both, bulls and bears. Bulls are currently watching the
golden zone between the 0.5 and 0.61 of the Fibonacci extension. If price picks up momentum from this point, long positions are highly probable, with the next
target being the $2.40 and $2.90 resistance respectively. 

Cardano (ADA)
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Solana's price depreciated by almost 6% in the last market session. SOLUSD is currently trading at $218 with the daily candle on its way to
print a "Tweezers" formation. Until November 6, the pair's performance was outstanding, nonetheless, from that date onwards, bears have
won significant ground. 

Long positions are lined up at the $200-$190 area, as two major conditions converge. The first one, an ascending monthly support formed
since the end of August 2021. As a second confirmation, the $200-$190 intraweek demand level must be respected for the bullish thesis to
be validated.  If bulls fail to defend the next support zone, the price can keep losing ground, bringing the pair back to the $150 mark. 

Solana (SOL)
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XRPUSD currently trading at $1.05. Consolidation is still in progress with the price unable to break the $1.40 resistance and the $0.85 support. 
XRP volatility has been low in the last few weeks, with traders reducing positions due to uncertainty.  In previous analysis, we have recommended
traders wait until a clear breakout of the current pattern in order to take further decisions. The weekly and monthly timeframe show indecision.

A bullish breakout could push the price back to the $1.65-$1.60 liquidity area, while a bearish breakout could result in bears placing shorts with the
$0.50-$0.60 level as a target. 

XRP 
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DOTUSD continues to be one of the most attractive assets on the traders' watch list at the moment. Bulls have already rejected the
ascending support highlighted in blue, and now traders are looking for a second confirmation to go long on this pair. A successful rejection
of the diagonal trend formation could cause a price revival with the next targets at the $44 and the $55 resistance respectively. 

If bears succeed to break the bullish market structure, the price can drop below the $38 support and head towards the $30 demand area.  

Polkadot (DOT)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/
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Avalanche entered the top 12 largest cryptocurrencies by market capitalization after doubling its price last week. Price surged over 100%
in some exchanges after Deloitte announced the decision to build one of its main corporate platforms on Avalanche chain. The high-profile
partnership has placed AVAX in the green territory in a week full of losses. 

At the time of writing, the bullish sentiment is still strong, with AVAXUSD adding 1.3% in the last market sessions. 

Avalanche (AVAX)
 




